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**A sweet, clean mail order bride romance**Always optimistic Sarah believes in happily ever after,

even after her own heartbreak. After overhearing a conversation that will affect her future, she

decides to take fate into her own hands and answer an ad for a mail order bride. However, imagine

her shock when she arrives in Wyoming only to discover the very man who broke her heart is

standing there, determined to save her from the man she was coming to marry. Jake swore he

would never marry after being left at the alter, but as a favor to his cousin, he meets the train

carrying a woman he has vowed to put his distance between. In order to save her from having to

follow through with a marriage to the most dangerous man in the state, Jake ends up having to

marry her himself.Angry about being forced into a marriage he never wanted, Jake is determined

not to make this easy. But, Sarah is also determined, promising to show him that happily ever after

isn't just in fairy tales.Sarah and Jake will be put to the test as they struggle to understand their

feelings, until something happens that threatens to take away everything they have together.Will

Jake be able to realize his love for Sarah before it's too late?
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This is the second book in this series. Sarah is Everly's middle sister. I liked it even more than the



first book. Sarah unwittingly forces Jake to marry her to save her from having to marry a despicable

man who happens to be Jake's enemy. Jake had never wanted to marry and is angry that he had

little choice in the matter. He takes his anger out on Sarah by stubbornly refusing to let Sarah into

his life.Sarah is a romantic with a kind heart who acts on her emotions before thinking things

through completely. Jake's pride and heart were hurt by a woman in his part, and he'd like nothing

more than to live out his life as a bachelor. He may have married Sarah to save her, but he had no

intention of actually taking her to be his wife. Unfortunately for him, he can't seem to take his eyes

off his wife. What will it take for his heart to open and trust Sarah?

This was a comfortable read. It is the kind of e-book to read when you are relaxing and just want to

get away for awhile. This is a simple read, and one that I'll likely read again down the road.I'm sorry

if this review isn't helpful, but this is the kind of book you have to draw your own opinion on.

I was not impressed with the first book in this series but thought I would give the author another

chance and bought the second book. As with the first book, it is very simplistic and lacks substance.

Unfortunately, the only things that are not predictable are how obnoxious the hero is and how

ridiculous the heroine is. I don't think that I have ever read a book with so many stupid decisions by

a main character in so few pages. Not my cup of tea.

This was a very enjoyable read, exciting at times and rather funny. I felt like I would like to shake.

Sarah ..I look forward to reading more by this author. I highly recommend any books by this author.

While I enjoy a good Mail Order Bride book, I also prefer stories that develop the characters and

give depth. This is a simple and easy story-line that can be read by anyone. It is quick read without

harsh language and impure thoughts for the "sweet" audience.

This is a particularly good mail order bride book. Most such books are straight forward with no plot

complications. This one has many plot complications and side stories and back stories. I

recommend it for a bedtime read, as it won't disturb your sleep.

This is the second book about Sarah. Entertaining Sarah has been in love with Jake for awhile. She

answers an ad in the same town to be a bride. Jake was there to me therein what happens next

you'll enjoy. Read both books can't wait for book 3 about Beth



This is a sweet romance, but I did like the first story more. Sarah was so dumb at the beginning that

it made me cringe, and Jake was terrible to her for it. Yes, she messed up, but he just would not

accept her apology. He would have deserved it if she did leave him -- most women probably would

have. They did finally work out their problems, though, and got their HEA.
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